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The figures in the maryin indicate full marks
for the questions.

GROUP -A
l. (a) A function (x) is defined as follows : 3

{x):2x2+3, 0 3 x<2
:3x-5, 2<x<4

find (0), (l), (3).

(b) Find the Domain of the function : 2

q't=m
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2.. Find the limit (any nuo) : 2x3:6

(D f$ log(l +x)

2x(x+l)
(ii) l5%(x+ffi

Qr -rr(ii') HS:

-. - Lim x2 -5x +6
(rv) x-+2 ;r:7;16"

.dv
3. Find fr of y = u' using first principle. 3

dw4. Find + (anv /wo) i 2x34dx"

(i) y = ex"in*

(iDy=(secx)*

(iii) x = a c,os30, y = b sin30
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5. (a) Find the points on the curve y = x3- 2x2+x
at which the tangents are parallel to X-axis.
AIso find the tangents at these points. 4

(b) If y : (tadxf show that (l+x2f y, + 2x(l+x2)yr-2=0. - 
3

(c) Show that (x) = x3 - 6x2 + 24x + 4 has
neither maxima nor minima. 3

GROUP _ B

6. Integrate Nry thrce of the following :

rdx(,) J;F
(ii) Jsin mx sin nx dx

. a5x _L a3x(iii)J-dx

(iv) Jfishm
7. Integrate any three of the following : 3x3=9

G) l.#T

2x3.6
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(ii) Jdsint xcos2 xdx

nJ2 dx
(iii) J. t1;;

(iv) Jx3ccs>:dr:

(r) J;+5-*6d,.

(a) Find the circumference of the circle

x2+f=*
ttI2 Sm X

(b) Evaluate , Jr'A;i;*

Li'" f!
*-+cc ln

Or

.#u..d;. .*l
GROUP - C

g. Answer anY five questions :
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(i) Write the locus of a point equidistant from.a
''' f;;; point (h, k), where the distance is 'k '

(ii) Change r = a sin 20 to Cartesian form'

5x2=10
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(ii).6how that
/ (0, 2n/3) ur"

triangle.

the points (0, 0), (0, d3) and

the vertices of an equilateral

(iv) In what ratio the line segment joining A(3, 4)

and I)(5, -7) will be divided by Y-axis ?

(v) Find the arca of the quadrilateral formed by

the points (0, 3), ( 2, -l), ( 5, 0) and (a, 6).

(v-i) Sltow that the lines 2x - y + 8 = 0, 3x +
y+2 = A and 4x + 3y - + = 0 are concurrent.

(vii)Find the eccentricity, focii, length of the

L. R and the equation of the directrix of the

hyperbola l6x2 - 9yz -- 144.

i0. Answer any three questions : 3 "3:9
(i) Find the equation of the straight line which

passes through the point (2, 3) and whose

sum of the intercepts on X-axis and Y-axis

equals 10.

(ii) Find the equation of the tangent to the circle
x2 + y2 - 6x - 3y - 2 : o at (2, 1).
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(iii)Express x+..fif-8 in the perpendicular

forrn. AIso nndtcr'.

(iv) Find the equation of the parabola with focus
at ( l, -3) and directrix x-2y + 3 = 0.

(v) The latus rectum of an ellipse is half of its
major axis. Find the value of the two
eccentricities.
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